Porting to Graviton:

A Challenging
Journey
Considering porting to ARM?
There are often scores of dependencies in your
applications that interlink your entire infrastructure.
Your infrastructure may require a multitude of software
changes across a spectrum of complexity to function on an
ARM processor. Many high-level operating system
changes require re-architecting.

For instance–
Strategize Operating
System transition to

ARM-compatible OS.

Verify compatibility
languages and runtimes and create
new native language extensions,
shared objects and artifacts.

Using containers? Prepare to

build new images to support ARM and
convert infrastructure dependencies like
proxies or service mesh components.

Recode edge
cases in legacy

Address dependencies
on software agents such as
security, monitoring, and logging.
Plan conversion to ARM-compatible
agents. Are they even supported?

Address dependencies
on continuous integration
pipelines. Identify current and

applications, including
hand-tuned code
for x86 or platformspecific features like
Intel® AVX-512.

legacy code ownership teams. Watch for
dependencies on SDKs, OS agents, and
control plan artifacts.

Resolve application code
dependencies. Identify current
and legacy code ownership teams.
Watch for dependencies on SDKs, OS
agents, and control plan artifacts.

Upgrade to new version
of programming language
runtime. Refactor. Test.

Benchmark code on
multiple architectures.
Build & test
application on x86 OS

and drivers before transition.
Upgrade to Amazon Linux
2 if needed. Transition OS
build to Graviton2.

Profile, tune, test and
repeat iterative refactoring

testing benchmarking & tuning
process until all dependencies
are complete. Add optimizations.

Update deployment scripts
and infrastructure-as-Code
templates. Upgrade build
pipeline. Stress test for abovepeak loads.

Update Amazon
Machine Image
and container registries,
update build scripts, CI/CD
pipelines, AWS Marketplace
listings/registries, and
deployment scripts and
management tools.

And if that’s not enough, get ready for
ongoing validation, performance

tuning, and scale testing.

On the other hand,

Intel has already done this work
from the ground up.
If you want to move one Linux
to another, or move VMWare
virtual machines, or if you want
to stay in the cloud or keep your
workloads on-premise or both,

whatever you need—

Your workloads
are portable with
Intel. Wherever your
business is, it works.

Intel Solutions are Optimized for Data Centers

We support a wide
variety of devices,
networks, and
connections of vast
complexity

We support all
critical security
needs

That’s because Intel has unrivaled
experience and deep technical
investments which leverage:

We support a wide
variety of memory
technologies, operating
systems, storage, and
data paths

An enormous worldwide footprint
Resources and programs
An ecosystem that no one can match

Learn more at

www.intel.com/aws
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